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Preface 

Almost all the work on Finite Geometry to which the 

author has had access was done by M. Juel (1914-) .Unfortunately 

a number of fundamental results are in papers by M.Juel and 

others wJbifejfeen either in Danish or are in Journals not in the 

library of the Rice Institute.A paper pretainlng directly to 

the subject matter and evidentally of significance with regard 

to a later paper was ”0m Simple Cykliske Kurver" (1911) by 

M. Juel and " Om Grundlaget for Laeren om simple kurver" by 

J. Hjelmslev in Hyt Tidsk. f. Math. 1907*As far as the author 

knows there has been nothing written directly on this subject 

in English.With regard to relatively modern research in this 

direction there is one paper by A. Marchaud.This is a direct 

extension to n dimensions of the work of M. Juel.Presumably 

some of the ideas of M. Juel were anticipated by Mukhopadraya 

in a paper on the New Methods in the Geometry of the Plane Arc 

in the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 

New Series. Vol. 8 (1908), 



Chapter I 

1. By a convex domain we mean a closed bounded region with 

the property that if we connect any two points of this set 

by a straight line,then every point of the line will be a point 

of the set.. 

1.1. Consider an arc of a continuous curve with extremities 

A and B..If this arc encloses with the cord AB, a convex 

domain, it can easily be shown from this that there exists at 

each point of the arc a ba ckward and forward tangent. We add 

to this the condition that these half tangents have the same 

direction.The arc will then possess at each point a tangent 

varying in a continuous manner with the point of contact.We 

shall thus obtain an elementary arc». 

1.2. In the following we-shall consider elementary arcs which 

pass thru the point at infinity.These are definèd in the 

projective sense as projections of finite elementary arcs.The 

following theorems then are concerned only with finite arcs. 

Let M be a point of an elementary arc which is not an endpoint, 

and P be a point of the tangent at M different from M.Then if 

is a point of the arc sufficiently near to M, the straight 

line PM-j_ will cut the arc in a point' Mg as close as we please 

to M. It will thus be said that the tangent cuts the arc in 

tw o points which concide. 

1.3. Let A and B be the extremities of an elementary arc.From 

the properties of a convex region it follows that a straight 
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line can intersect the boundary (bn at most two points.A straight 

line which goes through an interior point of a convex region 

has Separate points in common with the boundary.Therefore a 

straight line of the plane which has a point in common with 

the line segment AB (/but not conciding with AB) has one and 

only one point 'in' common with the arc AB.A Straight line not 

tangent to the arc AB, cutting the extension of AB over A or B 

w ill have either zero or two points in common with the arc, 

unless it concides with AB. 

1.4. We state also the well known result that a continuous arc 

which has at most two points in common with any straight line 

in the plane is a n elementary arc. 

1.5* There is no tangent to an elementary arc passing through 

an interior point of the corresponding convex region.Lines 

passing through P and having a ti most one point in common truth 

the bounda ry of the region are called 'Limiting Lines'. From 

the properties of a convex region it follows that to each point 

P outside the region correspond two limiting lines except when 

P is is on the extension of AB.Limiting lines can be either 

tangents to the arc or lines passing through an endpoint of the 

abc er-lènea-paesing-threugh-aH which have no other point in 

common with the arc. From an arbitrary point P of the plane 

it is possible to pass a t most two tangents to an elementary 

arc. If the arc cuts the lines PA and PB zero^one^or two times 

then from P we can pass zero one or two tangents to the curve. 
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There is one and only one tangent to the arc from each point 

of the line AB not on the segment AB.Consider a tangent at the 

endpoint of an elementary arc ^AB, and a pdiint P in the plane. 

Then the number of ta ngents that can be drawn to the arc from 

P w ill be increased or decreased by one as P passes from one 

side of the tangent line to the other.The number of tangents 

tha t canbe drawn to an elementary arc from a point of the 

plane w ill change only when the point passes over an endtangent 

or over the arc.In the last case the number of tangents that 

ca n be draw n tothe arc will change by two. 

1.6. lia. is an endtangent of the arc AB in A, then the arc touches 

a definite ha If- line â of the line a, which liesin the half¬ 

plane bounded by the line through AB and containing the arc AB. 

Each half-line passing through A and lying in the angular opening 

formed by a and the line though AB, will have a point in common 

with the arc. 

1,7» An elementary arc AB has two sides; ^hat one,which is 

attainable through points of the convex region we call the 

negative side,while the other w ill be called the positive side,. 

If CD is a partof the arc AB tfihen its positive and negative s 

sides will depend on how we interpret the positive and negative 

sides of AB. 

1.81 We ca n obtain results similar to the above by interchanging 

the words point and tangent.If a point P of the plane is 

sufficiently near a point M of the arc AB— which is not an 

end point— then we can either pass two or no tangents to the 
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arc from P.^hese tangents will lie as close as we please to 

the tangent m at M. In the first case P is on the negative side 

and in the second on the positive side of the elementary arc. 

1.9. Let ©( he an elementary arc all of whose tangents cut 

another elementary arc $ . We suppose that the two arcs have 

no points or tangents in common.A tangent m tod cannot therefore 

cut£? in points which conclde.Then if the point of tangency M 

of m is moved along ^ in a definite sense the point N where 

m cuts 0 will move along in a definite sense.If M changes in 

a continuous manner on 0^ then N will change in a continuous 

manner on ^ . 

1.10. We assume now that©( ?nd have no tangent in common and 

one and only one point C — which is not an end point-- in common. 
, , 

Now as M moves along the arc of o{ in a definite sense 
N will move along the arc ^ of @ to C, the arc being on the 

positive side of P{ .If now M in the same sense moves along 

GA -cJ^of then N will move in a continuous manner out from C 

on the positive side of o( and so agadfti on^j .We see now that 

N at the first part of the movement where M is on°i( must 

alwa ys move in the same sense for otherwise we could dfcaw 

three tangents from a point of 0 toc^ , but this is impossible.. 

A simila r situation holds during the second part of the motion. 

In this result one could replace $'but not o( by a straight line. 

1.11. We can obtain one other result in this direction. Again 

let and $ be two emementary arcs which have no tangent in 
common but have one point which is not an endpoint-in common»-*- 
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If a point H oi the arcAC^of ft is on thepositive side of ^ and 

we consider the tangents from II to^ we see that if is 

sufficiently smell that one cen pass two tangents m-^ and mg to ^ 

whose points of tendency wltit^ converge to G in the opposite 

sense when N converses to C. 

1.12. We notice finally that ir a tangent m moves along an 

elementary arc«>( and if m always has tvo points in common with 

another elementary arc which does not cut ^ that these two points 

move in opposite directions along@ until they concide with the 
point of contact of the common tangent to®Land^ . 

1.13. The Joining of two Elementary arcs. Consider now curves 

formed by joining together elementary arcs .Vie examine separately 

those points in which two elementary arcs are contiguous.The 

first case to be considered is that in which the t\fo arcs have 

a common tangent at the point of union.lt is also assumed that 

the two arcs (3 1 ft/| and ^f~A £ have no point in common other than 

A. 

1.14-1 The two arcs touch the same straight line a at A.There 

are two possibilities according as the two arcs touch the 

half-lines a^and a^Cwhere and^re defined as in 1.6) in 
frt ® 

opposition -are in the same sense.We shall denote these two ?eee 
ZJ 

possibilities by (A) and(B) .. Also the two arcs can l§ty on the 

same or on different sides of a .The la st two possibilities 

shall be denoted by (1) and (2).There are then four different 

cases to study (Al), (A2) (Bl) and (B2).This distinction will 

be sufficient for the later work . 
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1.15»-First let us consider the case (Al) and show,that A in 

this case is an interior point of a new elementary arc..Draw 

the straight line,BC.First assume that BG does not pass through. 

A or in any case this situation can "be realized bya reduction 

of one of the arcs.We can further assume that BC has no point 

outside.of B and C in common with # and ^f.If B^ and C.]_ are points- 

in which the extension of BC auts #and respectively,then we can 

replace# by AB, and if by AC-^After the original arcs have been 

so reduced, we can show that^fjf (where/Jand ^fare now ABX and ACX ) 

is an elementary arc.. 

Byl.4 we need therefore show only that no straight line has more 

than two points 

in common wfcth 

i-.l6.lt will first be 

shownthat no straight line 

passing through A and 

cutting ^in Cg can have a 

point Bg in common with# .. 

Assume tthen that lilies on 

the segment ACg, otherwise ' 

could Interchange |5 and .As a^ and Q^are in opposition, the 

arc in the neighborhood of A lies outside of the convex region 

determined by AC^_ and the arc J5i5i.But# must penetrate in this 

region if the above point Bg exists.As and 'jf have no point in 

common and has at most two points in common with AC^* then 

B-j_ must lie in this region. But this would contradict theas sumption 
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that the line outside of C2 has no point in common with • 

1.17* From this we see that the arcs AC-^ and ABi ,must lie on 

different sides of the lines AC-j_ and AB-j_. 

1.18.Now take a line which has a point in common with each 

the segments AC^ and AB^ outside of the point. A andCi.Such a. 

line has by(1.3) a point in comnon with each of the arcsq^and^.. 

1.19.If 1 is a line having a point in common with the extension 

of AC-^ over then 1 cannot cut the arcs ^fand ^simultaneously.. 

We see that eventually all lines which cut both^and ^rnust lie 

on the same side of a half-line 1 throughP, where P is a point 

on thé extension of AC^ over A.L* cannot cut both (^and 

simultaneously as they lie on different sides of pA.This completes 

the proof.. 

1,20.Let us now consider case(A.2) where A is called an Inflection 

pointsThe half-ray through A which connects points of ^and^f lies 

in different half-planes bounded by a.As a^and a^are in 

opposition one can pass thru gh A a line which cuts^ inB-^ and 

at the same time cuts)fin C. 

Then each line through A 

which Includes a point of the 

arc A~Bi will Include a point of t.m fly 

of the arc A (l.ôJ.C^ lies on 

the extenslonof the line 

segment B^A.Therefore the 

and only one.tangent goes 

through to the arc with 

point of tangency B2 (1.5). 
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1*21* Suppose now that a point îi describes the are 4- Oyfijfrca 

A to fig* Than ih© Intersection of the tangent s&t H with tbs 

line ssgsent AC^ will scve in a definite cense from A to 

(1*10) «Therefore each tangent a will cut the arc fjtn one end 

only one point (1«2) end this point win describe the arc in the 

cane sense frea A to C|* 

l.£<2* Consider now the Intersection B of a moving tone©** a with 

the are(T«Suppose this are cuts a In the point A* through which 

no endtan&ent of the arcs If and/3pass#According as tho line 
AR fer K sufficiently near A^ cuts both#' and 0/simultaneously or 

not the lino Ah la not or is a Uniting line to the convex 

regions formed by the arcs AC^ and AB^ Cl*5) therefore when 

K moves over A^ the number of lancets frost II either 

increased or decreased fey two* 

1*23* Let mo consider next the 

point A in tho ca ce (ElKTurn 

tho line a about A in a 

sufficiently snail snî$%n the 

direction of the half plano 

which Includes 0&nd Y *This 
A^P' 

Una J will then cut (JAand -Y 

in C-^ *Tfce point on 

the lino ACj*!* rhall call /hr • ' 

the arc A3 and AC^a* tf" 

respectively «These two arcs are ontho cam side cf A%# nasiely 

<r 
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that half-plane bounded by AB^, whiôh includes the half-line 
_ us 
a .The convex region determined by line that determined 

by (fj .There is one and only one tangent to(? from C-^.If the 

point of ta ngency of this tangent is B2 and the point M of the 

arc B2A moves from to A, the associated tangent m will cut 

the line AB^ in one point which moves in a definite sense through 

Cj back to A, and indeed passes through the point at infinity.. 

The line segment AB-^ is not cut by any tangent .The tangent cuts 

$\in two points and Ng ,which conclde when the tangent passes 

through A.The two points move to A as m passes through A.. 

1.24. Consider an arc as Indicated in FâÊr.3 which is cut by 

a- in the point A^ .As the point N in the figure passes over 

the point A^ the number of tangents which can be drawn to 

will be increased or decreased by two.The point A is then a 

kind of inflection point which we shall call a “Schnabelspltze. 

1.25. -The last case to be considered is (B.2) , where the point 

A is called a nDornsoltze11.. In tnls case we choose a point B-^ 

on so that the angles-formed by the lines a7 and AB^ is less 

than*^ .In an analogous manner we choose a point on .If 

then a point M moves on the 

arc and-eenvensely and 

the line AM will not cut the 

arc /K=fi and conversely.The. 

arcs ^axid ÆYboth lie. on the same 

side of the line AB namely in 

that half-plane formed by AB^ 

which Includes the half-line a* 

\ 
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If we turn AB^ about B]_ in the above named half-plane through 

a sufficiently small angle then this line will cut^ in Bg 

and îfj inCg.. From Cg there is one and only one tangent to the 

arc B-jBg*-Let B^ be the point of contact of this tangent*. 

Consider the two ercs^1?y^and A^r ï^, which lie in the triangle 
AB^Cg.-An arbitrary tangent in m to the arc ^ cuts the line 

segment ACg and therefore the arc ^ in one and only one point. 

If m concides wxth a then m has only the point A in common 

with If.^.If therefore a point M of the arc^moves to A in a definite 

Suease, then the intersection of the tangent m with the curve 

w ill move to A, and Indeed will move on this curve in an 

opposite sense to M.. 

1.26. Consider an arcO^as in Fig..4 which intersects a in A-^ 

different from A.Then the number of tangents that can be drawn 

to fromN does not change as N moves over the point A.. 

It follows that as N passes over A-^ that the straight line All 

ceases to cut one of^orj^and conversely. 

1.27. Because of later applications we must consider also the 

possibility of intersection of two elementary arcs which do not 

have a common tangent at the point of intersection.In such a 

case we say that the arcs have an angular point at A.The tangent 

to the arc does not vary in a continuous manner at such 

a point.lt is possible to remove this condition by a "ffbln”. 

One such method is, as indicated in Fig. 5»6 and 7, to join 

two points near A by an elementary arc (T'which touches^? in B 
and ^ in C.Let b and c~be the two tangents at A and b^ and c-^ 
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the two tangents at B2 and respectively*. 

1-2*- Draw a line 1 through A such that h and c_ "both lie in 

the same half-planeJJ* bounded by l.One shch line, and it is 

evident that there are infinltlymany ,we call an Imaginary 

tangent at A* Draw now in -ft a- line 1^ parallel to 1.. If this 

line is sufficiently near to 1 it will cut^and t in points 

near to 1. Let TIJ be the half-plane bounded by 1-^ which contains 

A. We canchoose 1 so near to 1 that the angles between the 

tangents b^ and c-^ to the points and C ,and the lines 

and C^A are as small as we please. As B]A and OjA form an 

angle at 1 which is bounded below in inagnitude.We san say that 

the point of intersection o of b]_ and lies in the half-plane 

/Ç.We now place an oval which toughes b]_ and c-^ at Bj and 

and has otherwise no point in common with the arcs^and^f and 

moreover does not contain A 

in its interior. B-^C^ divides 

the oval in two parts one of 

these and the only one wuich lies 

in 7ÎJ we choose as the arc <r 

W]_ bounded by(T^and P\ is 

included in W.The arc 

and(^in B-^ touch concidlng 

certain region W.The region 

so that we “Join” the arc 4 

f > (7. 
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0 

half-lines as they "both lie in^Tj; 

So it follows from an earlier 

definition that B]_ as well as % 

through the join^are either 

interior points of elementary 

arcs or inflection points.. 

Consider now the point B-^.It will 

be either an inflection point or an 

interior point according as the 

ta ngent b]_ either cuts or does 

not cutXy.In the first case connect 

o with a point lying nea.r to B]_ on ^ 

with a line.This line will have 

one and only one point in common 

with$jand it w HI have no more 

points in common with $ as it 

passes through a point near B-^ 

on the extension orj^ .This straight 

line can have at most one point in 

common with^.It is impossible 

though to have a point in common with as it has an even number 

of points in common with a .Therefore^and^lie on 

different sides of b]_ and the extension of^ over B^..B1 is 

therefore an inflection point, of the curve.. 

1,29. -If now b]_ has no point in common with<^ then a line through 

o lying nea r to b^_ will cutj^and ^at the same time.So that ^ 
and^jlie on the same side of bi that is, BQ_ is always an interior 
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point of an elementary arc*. 

1*30. If now P is a point different from A ând PA is an 

imaginary tangent at A we can choose and C so near to A that 

P will not lie in the angular region formed by b-L,C^ and^*. 

Hence one and only one of the lines PB and PC-j_ will cut the 

arc c/ outside of the points B^ and C]_.TheEeiis one and only 

one ta agent to(7^through P.If PA is an imaginary tangent to 

the original curve it is always possible to take the Join such 

tha t a line lying near PA will be a tangent to the curve.If 

cJsand^are two such arcs, which have angular pèints respectively 

in the points A ând B and if the line AB is an imaginary tangent 

in both A ând B we can see in a similar manner that the join 

can be taken so that a line lying near to AB will be a common 

tangent to<3^ and ^ *. 

1.33). There are then three kinds of angular points to consider, 

1. ) If b-^ as w ell as c^ cuts the arc^-f-^ ,and there are 

two inflection points then the point is called an 
angular point of the first king*. 

2. ) If only one of the tangents b-^ and cut 

and one obtains through the join one inflection 

point then the point is said to be af the second 

kind.. 

3*) If neither of the tangents cut Af-^nd we obtain 

through the join ohly inner points of elementary 

arcs,it shall be called an angular point of the 

third kind.. 
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Chapter II 

2. The elementary curve. We now consider curves in the projective 

plana so tthat given a line there corresponds to each point of 

the line one and only one point of the curve.The curves are 

closed in theprojectlve sense.A more definite type of curve 

to consider would he one which has a definite tangent m at each 

point w nere m is the limiting position of the line M^M as 

M-^—> M.This 'simple curve' can he further restricted hy supposing 

that the tangent m varies in a continuous manner with the poing; 

of conteci. M. We shall call such curves "Completely Continuous". 

Most of out work will he concerned with "Elementary Curves". 

Consider a closed plane curve in the projective sense.The point 
£t 

at infinity is not excluded from the curve^By a projection we 

can place the curve in a finite region^KTe say that such a 

closed curve is an "Elementart Curve" if it is formed hy the 

union of a finite number of elementary arcs.. 

2.1. Consider now the stages that must he passed through in 

order to pass from a closed Jordap curve in the projective 

sense to an elementary curve. 

1. ) We obtain a 'Simple Curve' hy supposing the existence 

of a tangentexcept at a finite number of points. 

2. ) If the tangent varies in a continuous manner with 

the point of contact we. say the curve is completely 

continuous.. 

3. ) Finally we have elementary curve if each peint of 

the curve is the origin of two elementary arcs. 
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All inner points of an elementary arc will "be called ordinary 

points of the curve.Other points of the curve will be spoken 

of as singular points.From what has been has been said before   y, 
it follows that all the points of the curve that are not 

ordinary points are Spitzen or Inflection points.We 

2.2. We have from the definition of 2 that; 

Theorem; An elementary curve can have only a finite number 

of Spitzen and inflection points. 

The number of double points however can be infinite. 

2.3 .An elementary curve can have only a finite number of points 

in common with any straight line for it is made up of a finite 

number of elementary arcs. 

2.4. The greatest number of points that any straight line can 

have in common with a givenelementary curve is called the order 

of the curve. 

2.5. We shall'when the point of contact of the straight line 

with the curve is a p int of tangency assume that it cuts the 

cuEve twice.If the point of contact is an inflection point or 

a dornspitze we shall count this as if the straight line cut 

the curve three times and four times if the point»- is a 

Schnabelspitze.The justification for such an agreement is that 

it is always possible to find a line near the- given line which 

does cut the curve in that many points.We assume also on the 

same foundation that a line through a spitze which ia not a 

tangent has at A two coinciding points in common, 

2.6.. Theorem: From an arbitrary point of the plane we can draw 

only a finite number of tangents to the curve 
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2.7* The greattet number of tangents that can be drawn to the 

curve from any point In a given region is called the class of 

the curve relative to that region. 

2.8. Theorem: If an elementary curve is cut by one straight line 

an even or odd number of times then it will be cut by all lines 

an even or odd number of times.. 

For suppose we rotate the line 1 about a point on 1 which 

lies neither on the curve nor on a- tangent to a singular point.. 

Then the number of points in which 1 cuts the curve can change 

only when 1 passes over a position of tangent to the curve or 

over a Spltzen.In such a case the number of points of intersection 

will change by 2 or-2.Hence th<= result follows-*. 

2.9. Theorem:. The number of turning tangents to a curve is 

even or odd according as the order of the curve is even or old.. 

In this theorem we count the tangent at a fechnabelspltze 

as a turning tangent.Suppose now that a point P traverses a 

line (considered as a closed surve from the projective point of 

view) from some point P0 and is displaced always in the same 

direction.Suppose moreover that this line does not pass through 

any point of tontact of the curve with a turning tangent, then 

the number of tangents to the curve is increased or decreased 

by two 1.) when the point passes© over the curve in a point C 

2,) when the point passes over a turning tangent a D.As the 

number of tangents to the curve returns to its initial value 

when the point describes the complete line the- total number of 

points C+D is even, since to a gain or two units corresponds 

a loss of two units.Hence the theorem follows as the number must 

be either even or odd according as C is even or odd.. 
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2*10. By the principle of dualism we have also the followling 

theorem^ 

Theorem; The number of Spltzen of a curve is even or odd 

according as the class of the curve is even or odd*. 

The proof hf this result follows along lines similar to the one 

above. 

2.11* In this connection consider finally a theorem 0ue to Von 

Staudt• 

Theorem; Given two elementary curves of wtiich at least one is 

of even order then the two curves Intersect in an even number 

of points*. 

The profif of this theorem follows simply from of that of 

theorem (2.9).Let the two curves be^(and^.Supposerais of even 

order and that from a point PQ on^we can draw t tangents to • 

Let the point P pass over the complete curvef) .The curved has 

a finite number S of turning tangents .As P passes over^the xt 

number of tangents toc(from^may increase by 2S^ or decrease 

by 2Sg .In the same manner as a point passes over o( the number 

of tangents tt>$ may increase to 2qi or decrease 'Ey 2q2« We have 

then ISt-tSx = o 

-Wa. 5 fo-h 
Now from theorem(2.$) S2 is even.Hence q^ 4* cf2 must be 

even for otherwise the above equation would be impossible» 

2.12. Theorem; The order of an elementary curve is not increased 

by a ,1oln. 

Through a join tw o arcs AB r^and AC - ^ are connected 

together by an elementary arc O' (an oval). We must show therefore 

that each line 1 which has one or two points in common with cr^ 

has at least one or two points in common with e+x .When 
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1 has one and only one point in common withtf^then it has a point 

in common with "BC and hence one in common with either A3 or BC 

the line has therefore a point in common with either/^ or .. 

2113. If 1 cuts (/"in two points then 1 passes through an 

interior point of the region bounded by b^and jfand cuts each 

of the lines AB and AC*. So in all cases does not cut BC.The 

line 1 murt therefore in this case cut the arcs^and)^ in one 

point each.. 

2.14. It is not possible to say in general that the order of a 

curve is not reduced through aJoln. 

2.15»If w e have a completely continuous curve (2) with a 

double point we can break this up into two parts called 

Pseudo-Branches.Let o be a double point.Then if a point P passes 

through and continuously moves along the curve and returns to 

0, we call that part of the curve a Pseudo^Branch.The remaining 

part is called the Complementary Branch. 

2.16.Let us now assume that the tangents are different at 0 

and that neitherof the arcs BOB or CQC has an iflflection point 

at O.If now 0 is an angular point of the first kind it then 

follows from (1.13) that B and C may be choosen so near to Q 

tha t % the tangent at B will cut the arc OC and the t- ngent 

at C will cut the arc OB. As now BOB and COO. are elementary 

arcs we can choose B and C so near to 0 that the tangent at B 

will not cut the arc OC and the tangent at C will not cut the 

arcOB.Hence from the definition (1,32) it follows that 0 is 

also an angular point or the third kènd for the complementary 

branch (2.15)/ 
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2*17. In this fashion wee see that a double point 0 with two 

differènt tangents of which neither is a turning tangent will 

either be to one of the branches an angular point of the first 

k&ûd and at the same time an angular point of the third kind to 

the complementary branch or it will be an angular point of 

the second kind to both branches, 

2.18. Consider next the case where 0 is an inflection point 
i 4 

of the arc BOB but not of the arc COC . Q 

2.19. Here B6C is an angular point of the second kind.We see that 

either the tangent at B cuts the arc OC or else the tangent 

at C cuts the arc OB.In the first case the tangent at B will 

notcut the arc OC and therefore will cut the arc oclïhe tangent 
1 1 

at C will not cut the arcOB bit will cut the arc OB.The 

complementary angular point is there of the firstkind.In a 

simila r manner it is easily seen that in the second case 

the complementary angularpoint will be of the third kind.We 

have therefore proved the following theorem. 

2.20. Theorem:: If two arcs intersect in a point 0 which is an 
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inflection point for one and only one of the arcs, then of the 

two aggular. points the first is of the second kind while the 

ifcther is of the first or tl ird kind. 

2.21. Theorem; Through a join two,one or no inflection points 

appear according as the angular point &s of the fir^t, second 

or third kind. 

The proof of this result follows at once from(2.20). 

2.22. Consider now the appearance of new inflection points. 

Suppose a join is made at the angular points BOC and B^C*and in 
■ i 

the case of the angular points BOC and BOC..If 0 is not an 

inflection point we have already seen that both joins gitee two 

new inflection points. Consider the case where the line that 

touches BOB*in 0 is a turning tangent. Then one of the angular 
i i I 

points BOC or BOC as well as one of the angular points BOC or 
l /I 
BOC is of the second kend.BOC is of the second kind while BOC 

is of the first kènd, then COB*is of the second kind anè B60 4s 

ef the eeeend fee«d ana BOc'of the third kind*. 
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Chapter III 

3.» A principle which was used by M. Juel in his theory was 

the principle of corresv>ondence.Thl3 forms with the idea of 

a join and the division of a curve in to parts called 

Pseudo-Branches the three methods systematically used hy M.Juel* 

3.1.•Consider a closed curve C for which a Correspondence has 

been established bèèween its points such that to each point X 

of the curve there corresponds P distinct points Y and to each 

point Y of the curve Q distinct points X.Suppose then that the 

P points Y corresponding to a point X are displaced in the same 

sense, so that the Q points X correspond to the same point Y.. 

If we admit this hypothesis we obtain the following theox-em. 

3*2.Theorem; If two corresponding points are displaced in an 

opposite sense there are P+ Q points of coincidence*. 

In order to prove this we note that it is an immediate result 

of the following theorem which is simpler to formulate and prove. 

3.3..Theorem: Suppose there a re two series of points X and U 

on a line L such tha t to a point X there corresponds^points 

U and to a point U %h C points X.The number of points X wnich 

concide with the corresponding points U is .. To prove- 

this we represent by the same letters X and U the distances 

of the points of the two series from some fixed pointchoosen 

as origin on L.Between these distances we have the following 

relation^ 

X C (w . «M I ..)f 

4 4 . - o 
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and the points X Which concide with the corresponding points 

U are determined by the equation 

•' - 0 
It is sufficient then to show that the fioefficient A of the 

first term is not zero.If the point U is supposed at infinity 

the equation is 

°r X ^ + ’ • +* - O 

That A is not zero follows then from the hypothesis for we 

suppose that to each point X there corresponds C{points U.Thls 

would not be the case of A were zero..The proof of the theorem 

for a closed curve now follows ..hen we establish a 

correspondance between the points on the line and on the curve.. 

3>31.Consider now an ap;lication fif this principle.Let 0 be a 

double point of a curve S of the fourth order.A secant from 0 

either cuts the curve in two points X. and X or not at all .If 

the points X and Y dlâplace themselves in an opposite manner 

there are two points o£ coincidence sttnee to each point X there 

corresponds a point saatfe Y and viff versa.The correspondence && 

then (1,1) .If the points X and Y displace themselves in the 

same sense there is no point of coincidence.This enables us to 

classify double points.For in the last case we are not able 

to pass a tangent through 0 to the curve of which the point of 

contact is distinct from O.fhe double- point is then said to be 

of the first species.In the first case we are able to pass two 

S!h.. r / 
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tangents through 0 to the curve of which the point of contact 

is diffenent from 0. The double point is then said to be of 

the second species* 
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Chapter IV 

4,In this chapter wee consider completely continuousclosed curves 

of the third order.Such curves will then be cut in one or three 

pointsby a straight line.It is also assumed that the curves 

under consideration have no double points.. 

4.1. The number of tangents that can be drawn to the curve from 

a point P of the curve which touch the curve outside of P does 

not change a/P moves along the curve for the curve does not 

cut Itself nor any of its turning tangents.If now P dis an arbitrary 

point of the curve it follows from the correspondence principle 

that we canddraw two tangents from a point P which touch the 

curve outside of P. 

4.2. Theorem: An elementary curve of third order without double 

points or Spitzen has always three iflflection points. 

In order to show this we note that the curve has.clearly 

at least one inflection point.To find the number of inflection 

points we need only consider the (2-1) correspondence between 

the two points of a curve in which a tangent to the curve cuts 

it other than the point of tangency.The two points R which eer 

correspond to a point P will not concide.Hence the reshlt. 

4.3. ^'he greatest number of tangents that can be drawn to the 

curve through a point not on the curve is six.That this number 

is attainable can be shown by the algebraln theory. 

4.4. By a complete curve of third order we mean a curve of 

third order formed by closed branches and such that the 

adjunction of a new branch will increase the order. 



4.5.By a projection we can always present such a curve in 

4.6,A curve of third order can consist of at most two part. 

One part being of third order the other of second order.But 

it is not possible to add to each closed third order curve a 

projective branch without increasing the order. 

4*7. In order to investigate this we take a one part curve so 

projected that it does not ,-enetrate into the triangle formed 

by the turning tangents, as in Fig. lOjtl. .A re“ion bounded by 

turning tangents and an arc of the curve will be ca.lled a region 

of index r if one can pass r tangents to the curve from this 

region.A vertex of the triangle ABC (see Fig./fyl) such as A 

sill then as is easily seen be bounded by four regions wflaich are 

in order of'Index 2,4,6,4 or in Fig. 2,o,2,4*We see that the 

such a position as Fig./^jjl . 

fie?, lo I 1, 
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finite triangular region can either he of index 0 or 6. By 

inspection of Fig./ty/l it is seem that an oval can he added to 

a curve of third order and not change its order if it lies in 

a region of index O.If P is a point through which passes nfc 

tangent then each line through P will cut the curve in one point. 

This is immediate if P is a vertex of the triangle.In the case 

of a curve of class four it is possible to add an oval without 

increasing the order of the curve.The projective oval is of 

second class.Hence a complete curve of the third order is of 

class six. 

4.10. A closed curve of third order all of whose turning tangents 

go through the same point 0 is of third order.(For from 0 there 

go six tangents to the curve). 

4*11.Consider next a curve of third order with a double point 

at 0>.Th curve can then he divided into Pseudo-Branches .One of 

these B^ must he of the third order the other Ag of second 

order.The branch is called the Schlelfè of the curve.Each 

of the two has an angular point at 0. As a curve of second order 

can only have an angular point of the third kind,it follows 

that must have at 0 an angular point of the first kind.(2.17) 

If we now round off this point in the manner indicated in 

Chapter II there will appear two inflection points at 0, and 

the branch can#outside of these^only have one inflection point» 

If then we remove the join there will remain this one inflection 

point.As A2 cannot be sit situated in such a manner we have the 

following result 
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4.12, Theorem:. A curve of third order with a double point has 

one a,nd only one inflection point. 
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Chapter V 

5t In this chapter wla# shall examine and classify curves of 

fourth order.lt is clear at once that the curve may have 

arbitrarily many branches, for consider two ovals C^ and Cg 

which intersect in as large a number of points as we wish and 

let A and B be two consecutive points oornmon to the two ovals. 

By a join in A a nd B of the arcs of and Cg we are able to 

form with these arcs a small closed curve .Repeat this 

operation any number of times.By the reunion of the curves 

we obtain a curve of fourth order with an arbitrarily large 

number of branches. 

5.1. Let us study then elementary curves of fourth order having 

a finite number of double points.These can be classified into 

four catagories;- 

1. ) The curves without double points; 

2. ) The curves possessing Pseudo-Branches of odd order; 

3. ) The curves of which all the Pseudo-Branches are of 

even order and all the double points of the first kind. 

4. ) The curves of which all the Pseudo-Branches are of 

even order and all the doublejpbinta of the second kind. 

Consider first then the curves of fourth order without a double 

point.Hence curves with spitzen. are in this case eliminated. 

BY a double tangent we mean a straight line which is tangent 

to the curve at two diffenent points. 

5.2. Theorem; A curve of fourth order without double'points has 

at least one double tangent. 

For if the Curve has no double tangent then it Jnust as an 
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elementary curve or even order from a theorem which we now 

proceed to state 

Theorem; A completely continuous closed curve of even order with 

out double tangents, double points or Spitzen is a curve of second 

order. 

5*3» Suppose that we have a curve of fourth order with double 

tangent projected into a finite region then we may prove the § 

following theorem; 

5.4.Theorem; If T, R and S are three eonsecutive inflection 

points of the curve then one and only one of the arcs TR and 

RS will have a point in common with a double tangent. 

Consider FiSll • 

Let A be the point of 

contact of a double 

tangent with the 

elementary arc TR and 

suppose that there is 

no other such point on the 

arc AR of TR.Move M along 

the arc AR from A to R. 

Then the tw o points 

and N2 move in an opposite 

sensé*. If now we move M over the arc RS from R to S the two points 

in which the tangent to the curve at M cuts the curve move in 

the same direction along the curve and the point of tangency 
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and one of these points will not concide until M reaches the 

point S.If now II moves over S to the next of two inflection points 

S and U w hich bound the elementary arc , the two tangential 

points and Ng i,e. the two points where the tangent cuts the 

curve will move in an opposite sense along the curve and N, 
x 

and ttLc oncide at ft. ft ytyfi t#e tffP in/jZtfdes T£> off üviZZ&qrt 

yA-tiipa^efôubike tangent 

il££A&zYu& Ê/Êft&Æ frpjo/M /tro AJ.tfa&p mu&t a'awi'ds 2^ 

tk&t /«iul-dvfee £$aç>cc&eito2æ Jbocatfsé îGjf «Ærdvft' ariway-ô 

be -dars'tdjaazt ^eoae g^Jp^rh^r.Therefore a double tangent must 

touch the arc SU.As it follows from a result obtainèd before 

that the curve has one double tangent out theorem is proven*. 

5 «5* Let us consider now curves of the fourth order with 

Pseudo* Branches of odd order. 

Suppose then that the tangents in a double point do not concide*. 

Let 0 be a double point of the curve which divides the curve in 

two Pseudo-Branches of eâà-erâe3?T even order.lt is not possible 

to project the curve into a finite region. 

5.6. The two branches and J/^can ha ve no tangent in common 

for such a tangent would cut the curve in sêx points.Hence we 

have the following theorem;. 

5.7. ffh&ftrem: A curve of fourth order and second type has no 

double tangent. 

It will be seem in what follows that all other curves of 

fourth odder outside those of second type have a double tangent. 
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5.8* If now we round off 0 through a join , then^ and ^^.will not 

have 0 In common any longer and they’ will cut in at least one 

point different from O.The Pseudo-Branch that has been rounded 

off can not have more than one point of intersection .For 

so the line connecting these points would have six points in 

common with the curve. One of the Pseudo-Branches can have a 

double point but not both for then again the line connecting 

the two double points would have six points in common with the 

curve. The following result is then immediate. 

5.9.Theorem:. A curve of fourth order and o£ second type has edtheer 

two or three double points. 

Let us first consider the ease in which the curve has two 

double points .If now 0 is not an 

inflection point of the curve it will 

either be to^as well as to^an 

inflection point of the second order 

or it will be to ana angular 

F i &, 13 

point of the first kind and to 

an angular point of the third 

kind.It follows from the 

correspondence principle that 

the curve has 3-^1 or 2t2 

and so in both cases 4 

inflection points.If now 0 is g,n inflection point to both of 

the arcs passing through 0 then neither of the tangents at 0 

will cut the curve again and 0 will toe,an angular point of 

FCb. 13 -CtL CLM, (3MU>-U ^' 
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the first kind to both PseMo-Branches. 

5.10. Let us now passon to eonsiderations of curves of the 

fourth order of which all the Pseudo^Branches are of even 

order and ôf which all the double points are of the first kind*. 

Consider first the ease in which the curve has no Spltzen. We 

have proven earlier that the number of double points of a curve 

of third type is odd. 

5.11. Theorem; The two tangents in a double point 0 cut one and 

the same Pseudo-Branch belonging to 0. 

In order to prove this consider a point M which moves 

always in the same sense out from O.The half-line OM will 

then always turn in the same sense around 0> as the curve has 

no Spitzen and no tangents go out from O.^hen M returns toO 

the half-line will have turned through3 40 .Because otherwise 

a line would have more than four points in common with the 

curve.If now t^ and are the two tangents in 0 and t^ cuts 

the Pseudo Branch in Let, M be a point on the other branch , 
The ha lf-line OM will then either not pass over ti and 

or 

pass over each of these lines' once according as the turning 

angle is greater or less thanl^O.A point must pass over 0 in 

order to go from^ to$j[ .Therefore the point X in which the ret 

rotating line OM cuts the curve which was originally at Nj will 

after a complete rotation again be on^.X Cannot move to 0 

simultaneously with M for the tangent at 0 is not a turning t 

tangent.In Fig.l3 is an example of this type of curve 
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(TA/ 

t À 5 
ftbjy-* 

5*12. We come finally to a consideration of curves of fourth 

order with two Schleifen and with double points of the second 

kind.First w e consider those curves which have one and only one 

double point.The following theorem is characteristic of such 

curves. 

5.13» Theorem; A curve of the fourth order and of fourth type 

with one and only one double point of the second type is 

made up of two Schleifen.The regions bounded by the schleifen 

have have no points in common« 

Tha t the curve has two and only two double tangents has 

beeh shown before as well as the fact that the regions have 

5*14. Suppose now that our curve had double points 0-j_,;....0n 

not p ints in common 

and that the corresponding Sehleife were (0^) 

Such a. curve is illustrated in Fig IS. 
(o ). 
n 

is. 
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Chapter VI 

6.. 1. this chapter sbe shall consider briefly an extension of 

the theory of M.Juel to n-dimenslons in Euclidean space by 

A, Marchaud. 

6.1. Following Cantor we say a continuum is a set consisting 

of more than one point that is bounded closed and completely 

chained.Two points A and B of a set E are said to be well 

or ee*p chained in E if given any £70 however small one is 

able to find a sequence of points of E ,A, Ai .... A^ ^ ,B 

such that the distance between any two consecutive points is 

less than£ .Such a sequence is a chain AB relative to<5.A set 

is said to be completely chained if given any two points of 

the set they are completely chained in the set. 

6.2. A continuum situated in a spa.ce of n dimensions is said 

to be of bounded order if it is cut in a finite number of points 

by all linear sets ie.all lines in n*~ I dimensions.The superior 

limit of the number of points of intersection is called the 

order of the continuum.An ellipse is a plane continuum of 

order two etc.A parabola is not a continuum of second order 

although all arcs of the parabola at a finite distance are. 

6.3. Ve first study general properties of continuums of bounded 

order.In the remaining some consideration is given to those of 

second and third order. 

6.4.In order to do this it is necessary to begin by establishing 
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some preliminary propositions.The first is relative to the 

theory of the continuum and the second to certain families of 

polygonal contours. 

6.5.Let E be a continuum and R a domain the frontier iBf which 

is a para-llelogcam, etc/,, according as E is in a space of two 

three etc dimensions.This frontier is to contain a finite 

number of points of the continuum A-j_ .... Ap.We study the 

structure of the set Eg of points of E not exterion to R. 

If E does not contain a point of the interior or of the 

exterior of R the answer is immediate.Consider now the third 

ca se and let 0 be a peint of E exteriof to R and M a point 

of Eft, distinct from the A^ (i O’»* Consider a chain 110 

relative to j .Designate by^the last of 

these points of this chain interior to Rjby^^^the first of 

those exterior to R.The set^^sdnits at least one limit point 

which is 'Iso a limit point of the setJX^» A is then on R, it 

it is an A^ since E is closed. M/ is clearly well chained with 

M on ^ . 

Let now^.be the set formed by Aj_ and the points of Eg well 

chained with it of Eg .This set is closed. All points of Eg 

are points of at least one of the°(;.If tx/o©l.*have a point in . 
1 \ 

comuon they ccncide. In supressing from the s>..quence«>i|0^àll 

of closed sets and having no points in common tow by two. 

equal elements one is able to decompose Ep in a number 

There exists then a number^ such that the distance of two 
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points of ER appearing in two distinct^ (is greater thant£ or 

the sameXj •T»'/e have thus obtained the following result. 

6.6.Theorem: If a continuum placed in a space of n dimensions 

parallelogram etc* decomposes in the continuum a set’formed 

of isolated points- situated on th. frontier if they exist- 

and of separate continuums of wlrich the total number is at 

most equal to P.Each of these continuums fcu s at most one point 

on the frontier. 

6.7.The second proposition relates to certain polygonal contours, 

A polygonal contour is said to be defined by the succession of 

its vertices, twoconsecutive vertices being distinct^Let new 

]?1» P2, Pn. be a sequence of polygonal contours having A 

as /^common origin and B as a common end point and satisfying 

the following conditions^ 

1. ) The length ln of P^ is bounded, 

2. ) The sides of P^ tend towards zero withgt, n /Y\J 

3. ) In order to go from Pn to Pn ^ in we replace each 

of the sides by a polygonal contour having for Dcigin 

and end ppint respectively the origin and end point 

of the side considered, then 

two points of the samecfybeing well chained on E^ they belong to 

is cut by the frontier of an^parallelogrametc, in P points the 

It is clear that Infl^^n ^°-*--*-ows that ln has a Unit 
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1 which is attained.On Pn take the point A as origin and the 

direction from A to B as the positive direction.Let he a 

point ha ving S as curvilinear abscissa, where S is less 

tha n 1. If n is large enough we can make S as near to 1 as 

we please.Let IJ be the side containing M the curvilinear 
n 

abscissa of I being less than or equal to that of Mn,If 

is the maximum length of the sides of Pn the curvilinear 

abscissa of I on this contour is equal to 

5- U,» &K1. 
Let now Pn^_p k© 

a contour of index greater than n and M^p 

the point with curvilinear abscissa on this contour.The 

curvilinear abscissa oi I on Pn^p Increased 

by a length less than JL-JL .4^ it is then fi£ the form 

S_ K) Q <& '< 1 ' 

Jfence the distance IMn_^p at most equal to the arc IMn+p© of 

Pj^ p ,is less than 'U-JL) .But we also know that 

11^ is less than <5^so 

Therefore the vector AMn converges uniformly towards a limit 

—> . 
AM, which is a function m(S; continuous in the interval 

<0.1* • If W 0 S 01 5i) =. 1? the function is continuous 

in (o,l).It defines tien a jordan arc AB.Let M* and M'1 be 

two points of this arc having S' and S'' for parameters.. 

Designate by M^ and M^’ the points of Pn having these numbers 
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respectively for curvilinear abscissa.Evldentally 

AC /C - S'-S1, tvrJL 
AI1 ML 

n 
1 Afo M" M, 

< £ i /H 

so that / , -, // i -T * 

/I A1 ' 4 J - S 
and as £^can be chosen as small as we please 

fl'/il''± 
Hence the length of any polygon inscribed in AM is at most 

equal to S..The arc is then rectifiable.S is the length of AM. 

6.8. We are now in aposition to study the nature of a 

continuum of bounded order.A set placed in a space of n 

dimensions is said to be of order k with respect© to the 

direction L where L denotes a linear set (line) in n—J 
dimensions if it contains at most k points on all parallel 

lines and at least k points on one of thesejWe shall state 

now a number reali relations that can be shown from the 

above results. 

6.9. Consider then in a space of n dimensions a continuum E 

of order k at most with respect to n distinct directions. 

It is possible to show that if A and B are any two points of 

E that it is possible to join these by a simple rectifiable 

a rc all the points of which e-re points of the continuum. 

6.10. Theorem; If a continuum in a space of nndimenslons is 

of bounded order with respect to n distinct directions it 
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is possible to decompose the continuum in a denumerable 

infinity of dimple rectifiable arcs such that any two arcs 

have a t most a finite number of points in common.Moreover 

any two points of the continuum can be joined by a simple 

rectifiable arc. 

6.11,Theorem: If a continuum placed in a space of n dimensions 

of order bounded with respect to n distinct directions, possess 

a finite number of points of ramification it is the sum of a 

finite number of rectifiable simple arcs having no other points 

in common than their end points.If there is no point of ramification 

reduced to a line of Jordan without a double point. 
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